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IN: What does any living thing need to survive 
on planet earth? Write everything that you can 
think of. 

Introduction to Ecology 

I. What does survival depend upon? 
A. Our world is a very special place!  It is our 

responsibility to take care of it.   
B. To do so we need to understand that all organisms 

on earth are interdependent (organisms affect each 
other and their environment) 

C. Survival depends upon interactions with the 
environment. 

 

II. What is                                                                                            
Ecology? 

 Study of the 
interactions 

that take 
place 

between 
organisms 
and their 

environment 

Greek 

B. “oikos” = house 

A.“logia”=study of 

III. What are the parts of an environment? 
A. All organisms are affected by both biotic and 

abiotic factors. 
B. Biotic factors = the living parts of the 

environment: Examples- plants, animals, bacteria, 
interactions, fungi,                                                    
and waste 

 
 

C. Abiotic Factors = non-living parts of the                 
environment (physical and chemical factors):  

Examples – sunlight, temperature, moisture, rocks, 
minerals, gases, pH, and air currents 
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Biotic or Abiotic? 

Bacteria 

Biotic 

Bacteria 

Biotic or Abiotic? 

The Sun 

 Abiotic 

The Sun 

Biotic or Abiotic? 

Leather  
Seats 

Biotic  

Leather  
Seats 
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Biotic or Abiotic? 

Dead Dog 

Biotic  

Dead Dog 

Biotic or Abiotic? 
 

 

 

 

Temperature 

Abiotic 
 

 

 

 

Temperature 

Biotic or Abiotic? 

Tire 

Biotic 

Tire 
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IV. Mini – Structure within 

Environments 

A. Niche = 

way of life; 

physical 

space and 

role; 

“profession” 

B. Habitat = 

place where 
organisms 

live; 
“address” 

Who’s niche is this? 

Gathering acorns? 

Who’s habitat is this? 

What is your niche? What is your habitat? 
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A. Biosphere = life in a 
thin layer 

a. area of 
earth where 
life exists; 
living globe 

b. about 13 
miles of 

water, land & 
atmosphere 

V. Levels of Ecological Organization 

B. Biome 
 = worldwide group of 
related ecosystems with 
similar climate, plants, and 
animals 

C. Ecosystem 

 = communities of 
different organisms  
and the abiotic  factors 
that affect them in an 
area   

water 

D. Community 

= all populations of 
organisms in a common 
area that interact 

E.  Population 

= group of the same  
species (can breed)          
that live in the same area 

 
 
 
 
 
 

G. Organism = any individual, living, biological entity 
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Levels of Ecological Organization 
 So, from smallest to biggest: 

     Organism 

Population 

Community 

Ecosystem  

Biome 

Biosphere 
 

Organism 

Let’s look at 
populations      
more closely! 

VI. Population Ecology = the study of 
factors that cause a population to change 
in size 
 
 
 
 
 

 

A. Population size  (N) = the total number of 
organisms within a defined area at a given 
time; to find how many: 
 
    a. Simple Counting  -                                                                                                                                                                   
 population small                                                                           
 and stationary 
 
     b. Estimating –                                                                               
 populations large,                                                                            
 widespread,                                                                    
 or mobile 

 
 
 

 

B. Population Distribution  = spatial distribution 
(dispersion) of individuals with respect to one another; 
can be clumped (aggregated), uniform, or random 

(Aggregated) 

Why do organisms disperse differently? 
 Random: The presence of one individual does not 

directly affect the location of any other individual. 
Rarest; uncommon in animals which are more affected 
by biotic/abiotic factors; Seen in plants (dandelion 
seeds blown by wind.) 

 Clumped: The presence of one individual increases 
the probability of finding another close by. Occurs 
when resources and living space are clumped. Herds 
and highly social species seek “safety in numbers.” 

 Uniform: The presence of one individual decreases 
the probability of finding another individual close by. 
Maximize space due to competition for resources and 
territory. Nesting of birds, territorial penguins, and 
creosote bushes are examples.   

 

 

C. Population Density = the number of 
organisms per unit area at a given time                 
(EX: snakes/unit of area) 

 
 

USA = 84 people/mile2 

 

China= 55,000 people/mile2 
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Population Distribution Population Density and Dispersal Activity 
  Handout …. Do with partner. 

OUT: Biotic and Abiotic Factors in Ecosystems 
 1. Diagram a community web with 5  different biotic factors 

attached and you in the middle. 

 

 

 

 2. Explain why you depend on these biotic factors.  

 

 

 

3. Add 4 abiotic factors. (Use squares.) How do the biotic 
factors depend on these abiotic factors? 

  

4. Cross out one biotic and one abiotic factor. How will the 
loss of these two factors affect your ecosystem? 

 

STOP 

Oh DEER!!!!! 
Silent Activity …. Noisy deer get hunted. 

  

 

 

   

FOOD           WATER  SHELTER 

Get resource – Deer Lives 

No resource -  Deer Dies 
 

 

 

Population Dynamics 
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What is going on in the cartoon? I. What is Population Growth Rate? 
A. = the amount by which a population size 

changes over time 

B. Populations continually change in size and 
composition over time. 

II. What factors influence population growth rate? 
A. No population will remain the same indefinitely. 

B. Factors 
a. Death Rate (D) = 

number of individuals                                                                   
dying 

b. Birth Rate (R)  = 

number of individuals                                                                           
being born  

c. Immigration (I) =                                                                      
number moving                                                                                   
into population  

d. Emigration (E) = 

number moving                                                                                        
out of population  

 

III. What must occur for a population to 
 increase in number? 

A. Birth/Immigration rate must be greater 
than death /emigration rate 

B.           B + I       >       D + E 

> 

IV. What types of specific interactions or events 
would cause a population to decline? 

A. Predation–prey (gets eaten) populations 
increase or decrease depending on the 
size of the predator (eats) population 

  

a. Predator/prey populations rise and fall together 
b. When prey are numerous their predators increase in number 
 (more food), reducing the prey population (less food),                      
 which causes the predator numbers to decline.   
c. The prey population eventually recovers, starting a new 
 cycle. 
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 B. Competition – fighting over limited resources, mates, 
or territory; some will win and survive, others  die   
                                                                                      
C. Disease 
 

V.  Why can’t populations grow indefinitely? 
A. Resources are limited 

B. Competition for resources cause some organisms 
to die. 

C. If resources were unlimited, populations could 
grow to great numbers, but this is usually not the 
case. 

VI. What is carrying capacity? 
A. Carrying Capacity = the maximum number 
of organisms the resources of an area can 
support 

 
 

Carrying 
Capacity 

B.  Carrying capacity is different for each population. 

VI. What are limiting factors that affect 
carrying capacity?  

(What makes population size increase or decrease?) 
A. Limiting factors = any biotic or abiotic factor 

that restrains the growth of a population. 
a. Availability of resources: food, water, shelter/space, 

soil nutrients, etc. 

b. Predators 

Other Limiting Factors 

B. Types of Limiting Factors 
a. Density – 
     Independent Factor 
= will reduce the population 
regardless of the size  

    1. Weather/climate 

2. Natural disasters             
(floods, earthquakes, fires) 

3. Pollution 
   

b. Density -  
     Dependent Factor 
=  chance of survival 
depends on the size           
of the population;        
based on resources 

 1. Food/water 

          2. Disease spread 

 3. Competition 
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VII. Graphing Population Growth 
A. Logistic Growth (S-shaped curve)  
a. As population grows,                                                       
it levels off or stops                                                                          
growing as it reaches                                              
the carrying capacity 
  b. Population  
      may decrease 

B. Exponential Growth   (J-shaped Curve) 
 
a.Population size is 

growing at a 
faster and faster 
rate 

b.Happens when 
there are no 
limiting factors 

c. Realistically, could 
not go on forever 

How are they alike?  different? 
We  do not know earth’s carrying capacity for the 
human population  (but we think it’s getting close) ! 

What type of 
population 
growth curve  
is this? 

Exponential –
J-shaped 

d. Many of our environmental issues are considered a 
sign that we are reaching the planet’s carrying 
capacity 

COUNT YEAST…. Part II HW 

STOP 
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IN: Sketch the general shape of a logistic and 
exponential growth curve. Label each sketch 
with a title and axes labels. 
 

What is this? Population Studies:                                              
Graphs, Models, and Sampling 

I. How do we study humans? 
A. Demographics are quantifiable characteristics of 

a given human population. 

B. Graphs and maps can show age, income, 
education, health, marriages, births/death, sex 
ratios, and population density (etc.) of people in 
a population. 

  

 

What percent of the population 
does not finish college? 

How does Brazil compare in 
population to Pakistan? 

 
Example: What is the prevalence of kidney 
stones for men and woman by age? 

II. Why do we use demographics? 
A. Demographers use mathematical formulas to 

predict or study population changes. 
 

 Why do you think the U.S.  
grew very little in the 1940’s? 

B.  Demography can also help us understand                              
 human behaviors. 

           Who commits more violent crimes? 
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III. What is the Demographic Transition Model? 
A. Demographic Transition (DT) refers to the 
transition from high birth and death rates to low birth 
and death rates as a country develops from a pre-
industrial to an industrialized economic system. 

To help you remember… 

IV. What are other models to represent populations?  
 

 

A. Population Pyramid =  graph that shows the 
 distribution of various age groups by sex in a                 
population 

B. Population Density Maps 
a. Show how many people live in different areas. 
b. Color coded to show numbers of people  
c. Lighter areas have fewer people.  
d. Darker areas(cities) are where many people 

live in close proximity. 

Where is the population most dense? 

World Population Video 

2:58 min 
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V. What is population sampling? 
A. = using a select number to represent the entire 

population 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In an ideal world, you would sample an entire population.    
In reality, it is not possible to sample the whole population, 
due to budget, time, size, and feasibility. 

B. What are the requirements for population 
sampling? 

    a. The sample group must 
be as truly representative of 
the whole population as 
possible. 

 

     b. The size of the sample group must allow 
the data to be correctly applied to an entire 
population. {Larger number (N) more reliable}  

 

     c. Must be able to 
generalize (infer) from the 
sample population to the 
whole population 

To learn about the species in a rain 
forest, scientists would study 
species in smaller areas to make 
inferences about the whole rain 
forest. 

How many Palo Verde students prefer          
M & M’s to Skittles? 

Raise your hand if you prefer M & M’s. 

Raise your hand if you prefer Skittles. 

You are the sample group and your answers will represent 
the population of Palo Verde students. What could we do   
to make our results more accurate? Have we met all 
sampling requirements? 

Sampling Elephants 
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OUT: Population Sampling Activity 
 

Questions: 

1. Count all the pasta. How close was your estimated 
number of pieces to the actual number? 

2. What are some other examples of scientists using 
estimation? 

3. How could you use sampling to determine how many 
people live in your neighborhood? 

4. List the three requirements for population sampling? 
       (in notes) 

 

# of pasta 

square 1 

# of pasta 

square 2 

# of pasta 

square 3 

Mean 

(average)        

 # of pasta 

Estimated  

Number of 

Pasta 
(mean X 

20) 

          

Mean Number from Three Squares and Estimated Number of Pasta 


